Chemicals. Chloromethoxy-s-tetrazine (purchased from Crime Science Technology) was investigated in a 2 mM solution of acetonitrile (Spectrosol, Carlo Erba) in addition with tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TCI, electrochemical grade) 0.1 M as the supporting electrolyte. Before the experiments the solution was purged with argon for about 10 minutes to remove dissolved oxygen, then kept flushing at low flow rate during the measurements.
Nanosensors). The data show that Au layer is represented by a homogeneous grain-like film with an average thickness of 11 ± 2 nm and average RMS roughness of 2.0 ± 0.3 nm, the latter being slightly higher than that of the underlying ITO (typically between 0.5 and 1.0 nm, see Fig. S0 ). and centered in the camera field. Then a 500 µm depth approach curve was recorded. Then the tip was positioned close to the substrate at a distance spotted on the approach curve and raised step by step (typically by 5 µm steps). At each tip/substrate distance, the same spectroelectrochemical measurement was carried out.
Optical measurements. Optical measurements were performed on an inverted microscope (Ti Eclipse
Nikon
Modelling
The geometry we have considered for the modelling is described in Scheme S1.
Scheme S1: Geometry of the tip-substrate half-space used for the simulation. The region of interest (ROI) for fluorescence measurement is indicated in yellow.
The axial symmetry of our experiment has enabled us to carry out 2D calculation in cylindrical coordinates. Our modelling relies on a disk shaped microelectrode of radius a sealed in an insulator sheath of radius R and immersed in a solution of an EF molecule in its oxidized and luminescent form at concentration C Ox bulk . The microdisk is located at a distance d of the substrate. The cuvette dimensions have been chosen large enough to avoid any edge effects ( .
The differential equation of diffusion mass transfer in solution (convection and migration are neglected) (1) is solved numerically in the steady-state case using finite element analysis, for various tip-substrate distances :
Boundary conditions have been chosen in order to simulate the reduction of the oxidized form at the tip and to model the behavior of the conducting or insulating substrate. The EF reduction at the tip and its reoxidation on the conducting substrate have been considered to be limited only by mass transfer, which might be a relatively drastic approximation especially for a semiconductor like ITO [1] .
The boundary conditions selected are the following :
 On insulating substrate :
 On conducting substrate :
 At the tip :
 At the insulating sheath :
 On the other boundaries :
The mesh has been chosen very tight around the boundaries with the more likely pronounced concentration gradients, that is to say : the microdisk ( the substrate and the
symmetry axis between the microdisk and the substrate (
Such calculations give a spatial concentration profile for the oxidized species from which fluorescence ( , ) intensity emitted in a particular region can be deduced by considering it directly proportional to the amount of oxidized form in the same region. Under this assumption simply has to be spatially integrated on the ( , )
volume of the region of interest (ROI) to get fluorescence intensity.
The simulated ROI must be chosen as representative as possible of the experimental one. Given the linear relationship between I max and the tip-substrate distance experimentally observed (see figure S3) , the influence of the field depth can be neglected and the experimentally collected fluorescence can be considered as coming equally from all the emitters in the volume delimited by the red square on the one hand and by the tip-substrate distance on the other hand. Thus a theoretical ROI must necessarily begin at z = d and finish at z = 0.
Under all these assumptions, a, R, and values have been fixed to 10 µm, 110 µm, and
respectively. C Ox bulk has been chosen equal to 2 mM as in our experiments. Results are reported for the ROI formed by the symmetry axis between the microdisk (tip) and the substrate ( , with d = 0 0 ≤ ≤ )
varying from 5 to 500 µm by 5 µm steps. and corresponding to the fluorescence intensity in the ( ) ( ), ROI respectively in absence and in presence of the electrochemical reaction, can be calculated according to the following equations:
Finally, the normalized amplitude is given by :
Figure S1
CVs recorded for the tetrazine compound on the Pt tip (blue trace), on ITO substrate (orange trace) and on ITO substrate coated with a thin layer of Au (yellow trace) before (full line) and at the end (dashed line) of the experiment. 
